2017‐18 End of Year
SIRS Accountability Report
Review for ESSA

What is the Every Student Succeeds
Act (ESSA)?
The Every Student Succeeds
Act (ESSA) is a federal law
that includes requirements
for schools, Local Educational
Agencies (e.g., districts and
charter schools) and states,
including some related to
accountability, school
improvement, educator
development and student
supports.

ESSA was signed into law in
2015, replacing the
No Child Left Behind Act from
2001. All states were required
by the U.S. Department of
Education (USDE) to submit by
September 2017 their ESSA
implementation plan for
approval. New York State’s
plan was approved in January
2018.
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What’s new in ESSA?
Accountability

 New ways to
identify
schools for
support and
interventions
 New goals and
broader
measures of
student
success
beyond test
scores

School
Improvement

 Interventions
determined
locally, not by
the U.S.
Department of
Education
 School‐focused
planning and
district‐led
support

Educator
Development

 More options
for teacher
and principal
training
 New focus on
educator
equity and
effectiveness

Student Supports

 New focus on
English
Learners
 Additional
reporting for
at‐risk student
groups (e.g.,
homeless
students,
military‐
connected
students)
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How does ESSA help every
student succeed?

Instruction for All Students
• Standards and Assessments
• Civic Readiness
• Advanced Coursework
• Personalized Learning

a measure of school quality and
student success

More students
participating

Effectively using
technology to
personalize learning
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Support for All Students
• Student Attendance
• Transitional Support

Students who miss more than 10%
of instruction have dramatically
lower rates of academic success

P‐12: The process is multi‐
dimensional, including physical,
emotional, social, and cognitive
development. Includes incarcerated
students returning to schools.

• Student Services & Support
ongoing interstate and intrastate
coordination of services for
migratory children and youth

• Socio‐Emotional Well Being
Dignity for All Students Act (DASA)
Social Emotional Wellness and Adverse Childhood Experiences
(ACES)
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Responsiveness for All Students
• School Climate

Measures School Climate by Using School Climate
Surveys
Developing policies and practices to build a
culture and climate that is free of intimidation,
harassment, and bullying

• Cultural Responsive and
Sustaining Instruction
• Safety

Reduce the number of Violent and
Disruptive Incident Reports, number
of Incidents of Discrimination
and/or Harassment , number of
Incidents of Cyber‐bullying

Ensure that cultural
responsiveness informs all
school policies and practices
and guides interactions among
all members of the school
community

• Parent and Student Engagement
and Voice
Parent surveys; local evidence of participation
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Access for All Students
• Staffing Resources
• Excellent Educators

Student’s class size
Number of counselors per
student

Student Access to
Highly Qualified
Teachers

• Equitable Resources
Equitable allocation of resources in all public
schools – per pupil funding by school

• Extra‐Curricular Opportunities
students can serve their schools and their communities,
participate in community‐based internships, and engage in
sports and arts
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New York State will use multiple measures of success to identify schools
beginning with 2017‐ 2018 School Year Results

Student Academic
Achievement

For all schools, based on the Composite Performance Index, which measures achievement on
state assessments in English language arts (ELA), math and science. For high schools, also
measures achievement on state assessments in social studies
For elementary and middle schools, measures student growth on statewide assessments
in ELA and math for students in grades 4-8 by comparing the scores of students in the
current year to the scores of students with similar scores in prior years

Student Growth

Academic Progress

For all schools, measures student progress on state assessments in ELA and math
against long-term goals and measures of interim progress (MIPs).

Graduation Rates

For high schools, measures four-, five-, and six-year cohort graduation rates against longterm goals and MIPs

English Language
Proficiency

For all schools, measures the progress of English Language Learners in meeting their
individual progress targets on the New York State English as a Second Language
Achievement Test (NYSESLAT)

Chronic Absenteeism

College, Career and
Civic Readiness

Indiv student – this
year test score
compared to last
year’s test score
Aggregate student
achievement this
year compare to
last year

New way
to
determine
progress

For all schools, measures the percentage of students who miss 10% or more of the
school year against long-term goals and MIPs
For high schools, measures the percentage of students who are leaving school prepared
for college, career, and civic readiness as measured by diplomas, credentials, advanced
course credits and enrollment, career and technical education certifications, and other
similar indicators against long-term goals and MIPs

Note: NYS will add an indicator based on out-of-school suspension rates in 2018-2019 (to be used for school
identification after 2020-2021) and will consider adding additional indicators in the future .

Encourages the
most rigorous
course of study
Partial credit for
GEDs

SIRS Accountability Reports
Student Academic Achievement
Measure
High Schools
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SIRS Accountability Reports/
Guides
http://www.p12.nysed.gov/irs/level2reports/reportguides.html
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Composite Performance Measure‐ High Schools

ESSA Data to L2RPT Crosswalk document (attached):
• Defines each measure
• identifies the data that will be used to calculate each accountability indicator
• lists the SIRS Reports in which these data can be reviewed
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SIRS 105‐ High School Achievement & Grad
Rate Accountability Report
Things to know about SIRS 105:
•

Replaces SIRS 101‐ HS Accountability Verification report

•

This report does NOT needs to be certified however it should be reviewed for
accuracy

•

The underlying data used to create this report are in the following‐ which are all
required to be certified:
– SIRS‐201 Total Cohort – Summary,
– SIRS‐202 Total Cohort – Assessment Summary,
– SIRS‐302 Tested/Not Tested Confirmation All Assessments Report
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SIRS 105‐ High School Achievement & Grad Rate Accountability Report‐ allows districts to view data reported to SIRS that will be
used to determine Participation Rate, Composite Perf Progress, and Grad Rate outcomes for accountability under ESSA.

•Participation= based on Grade
12 active enrollment record or
grade 12 &Graduated in 17‐18‐
(same as in prior years)

Performance = Based on 2014
Accountability Cohort. Students who entered grade
9 in 2014‐15 and were present on BEDS Day 2017
through the end of year.
Calculated for Accountability Subgroups of 30 or
more
Former ELLs for last 4 years are in ELL subgroup.
Former SWDs for last 2 years are in SWD subgroup.

Research ‘Not Tested’ counts. Not Tested students count as Level 1’s!!!
In particular, be sure that the scores for assessments taken while attending other schools or districts are reported.
Don’t forget to click page down to run the same report for Math ,Science, Social Studies and Graduation Rate!!!

*Note: Running this report at the ‘District’ level includes Out of District Placements.

SIRS 105‐ High School Achievement & Grad Rate Accountability
Report

Performance for Science and Social Studies
(
Performance = students in the 2014 cohort
Note: only students with valid scores are counted
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Perf Level Score Ranges
http://p1232.nysed.gov/irs/sirs/
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SIRS Accountability Reports
Graduation Rate Measure
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Graduation Rate

MIP= Measure of Interim
Progress (annual goal)
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SIRS 105‐ cont’d

Graduates Page‐ Graduation rates used for accountability are based on data lagged by one year so that
credentials earned in August may be included in the calculations for the 2013 4 year cohort, 2012 5 year
cohort, and 2011 6 year cohort.

Use L0 Historical
to make changes
to students
enrolled prior to
17‐18

Research ‘Non Graduates’ counts in this report. Review ‘Graduates’ counts for accuracy.
*Note: The key to this report is student’s status as of 8/31/2017.
The Non Graduates in this report include students in the 2013,2012 and 2011 Total Cohorts who:
dropped out, transferred to GED, received an IEP/CDOS/SACC Credential or graduated in
January/June 2018.
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SIRS 202‐ Total Cohort Summary‐ allows you to verify your graduation rate cohort data
displaying on SIRS 105.

Review ‘Still Enrolled’ and ‘Dropout’
counts and diploma types for accuracy.
2014 Total Cohort – 4yr – August 2018 &
2013 Total Cohort – 5yr – August 2018
will be verified in the fall to include Aug
2018 Grads
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SIRS 202‐ Total Cohort Assessment Summary‐ displays district and school Regents exam performance
for members of the 2014 cohort displaying in the ELA, Math Science and Social Studies performance
columns in SIRS 105

Review ‘Not Tested’ counts for accuracy & ELA . Math, Science and
Social Studies results.
*Note: This report displays results for Regents examinations and
approved alternatives ONLY. Global and Science exemptions will
show as ‘Not Tested’ here.
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SIRS Accountability Reports
Student Academic Achievement
Measure
Elementary/Middle Schools
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Composite Performance‐
Elem/Middle Schools
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SIRS 106‐ Elementary‐Middle Level
Achievement Accountability Report
Things to know about SIRS 106:
•
•
•
•

Replaces SIRS 102‐ Elementary/Middle‐Level Accountability Data Verification
Report
This report does NOT needs to be certified however it should be reviewed for
accuracy
The underlying data used to create this report are in the SIRS‐302 Tested/Not
Tested Confirmation All Assessments Report, which are required to be certified
This report displays grades 3‐8 or ungraded students achievement on the following
assessments in the current reporting year:
– 3‐8 ELA or Math test
– NYSESLAT for students in U.S. schools for less than one year
– Regents math test taken in lieu of the grade 7 or 8 NYSTP in math
– NYSAA, if eligible
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SIRS‐106 Elementary‐Middle‐Level Achievement Accountability report includes students whose SIRS records are
used to determine ESSA accountability in three measures: ELA, Math and Science. In these measures, districts and
schools are evaluated based on participation and performance on ELA & Math‐ performance only for Science.

Participation Rate= students
enrolled during the test
administration period

Continuously
Enrolled= Students
enrolled on BEDS Day
through the testing
period. (same as last
year)

*Note‐ Participation: If a group does not meet the participation criterion, two
years of data will be combined when final participation rates are calculated.
NYSESLAT/NYSAA‐ ELL students who take NYSESLAT in lieu of ELA will count
towards participation but not performance. NYSAA students count in both.

Estimated Weighted Avg Index = includes
your continuously enrolled Tested & Not
Tested students as the denominator. Not
Tested students count as Level 1.
Estimated Core Subject Index= includes only
your continuously enrolled tested students
(same as last year)

Run this report for ELA, Math and Science.
Level 2 ‘s = 1 point
Level 3’s= 2 points
Level 4’s – 2.5 points
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Testing Waiver Reminder
Gr 7 and 8 may take HS Math courses and Regents assessments
Gr 8 may take HS Science courses and Regents assessments
Accountability:
If students take BOTH the Gr 8 assessments and the regents, the Gr 8 assessments
count for Middle School Accountability and the Regents get “banked” for HS
Accountability.
If students only take the Regents, The regents count for Middle School
Accountability and the students need to take another regents at the High School in
order to contribute to Accountability calculations.
•

Note: Last year ‐7th & 8th grade students who scored at 65 or greater on
Common Core Regents math test when taken in lieu of the NYSTP were
considered "Proficient" (Level 3) for accountability.

•

This year ‐ a 65 now counts as a Level 2 – the same as in the HS.

SIRS 302‐ Tested/ Not Tested All Assessments Confirmation Report‐ verifies that students were tested on the
appropriate assessment for their grade/age and, if they were not tested, the reason why.
Run this report for grades 3‐8 ELA/Math, 4&8 Science, NYSAA , K‐12 NYSESLAT and Grade 8 students taking
Regents Science
This report Must be certified
No accountability rules applied to this report
Serves as the source of SIRS 106‐ Elem/Middle AVR
‘No Perf Level’ = the records are in L2 and have been sent to the
state’s testing contractor waiting for a score to be returned
‘No assessment’ = student has an enrollment record with no
assessment. Math waiver students show here
‘Incomplete’ = students records were not submitted to
contractor for scoring due to missing data.
‘Refusals’ – display for ELA and Math only

Students using the Math waiver will appear as ‘Not Tested’ for Math on this report. SIRS 106 –AVR will use these students’ Regents
data when calculating accountability. Review Annual regents report to verify these students.
Enrollment issues are the biggest cause for students showing up incorrectly as ‘Not tested’. Make sure that the dates of enrollment
and/or exit are correct and that the student’s grade level—or, if ungraded, birth date—are recorded correctly.
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SIRS Accountability Reports
Student Growth Measure
Elementary/Middle Schools
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Student Growth Measure
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Student Growth Measure
Different SGP than used in APPR –
Only uses prior score to determine similar students – does not use
similar students groupings used in APPR

Calculates individual student growth in grades 4-8 using Student Growth
Percentiles (SGPs) that compare students across the state to those who
had similar scores in prior years

Sum three years of ELA and three years of math SGPs for all students in
the subgroup and then divide by the number of results for those
grades/subjects to create the Mean Growth Percentile

Mean
Growth
Percentile
45 or less

Student
Growth
Level
1

45.1 to 50

2

50.1 to 54

3

Greater than
54

4
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SIRS Accountability Reports
Chronic Absenteeism Measure

31

Chronic Absenteeism Measure
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SIRS 107‐ Chronic Absenteeism Accountability
Report
Things to know about SIRS 107:
•
•

•
•
•

This is a new report ‐Chronic Absenteeism is a new measure of ESSA accountability
This report does not include student suspension data (Beginning in 17‐18, Out‐of
School suspensions were required reporting and will be incorporated into ESSA
going forward)
This report does NOT needs to be certified however it should be reviewed for
accuracy
Chronic Absenteeism is calculated at the elem/middle level for students in grades
1‐8 and ungraded and at the high school level grades 9‐12 and ungraded
The underlying data used to create this report are in SIRS‐360 Attendance Absence
Daily Summary, SIRS‐361 Year‐to‐Date Attendance/Absenteeism, and SIRS‐370 Day
Calendar Summary reports. These reports are required to be certified.
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SIRS‐107‐ Chronic Absenteeism Accountability
Report

Students are considered chronically absent if
they were enrolled for 10 or more instructional
days, in attendance for at least one of those
days, and absent for 10% or more of their
enrolled instructional days
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SIRS 370‐ review
instructional days‐ CA
reports look at absences on
instructional days only
SIRS 360‐ look for large #’s of
abs on particular days

SIRS 361‐ YTD Student
Attendance/Absenteeism

SIRS 360‐ Student
Daily Attendance

SIRS 370‐ Day Calendar
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SIRS Accountability Reports
College, Career, & Civic Readiness
Measure

36

SIRS‐ 308‐ Annual Graduation
& Post Grad Plans Report
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Order of Precedence Table
SIRS 108 Report Guide
http://www.p12.nysed.gov/irs/level
2reports/reportguides.html
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SIRS‐108‐ College, Career, and Civic
Readiness Accountability Report
Things to know about SIRS 108*:
•

This is a new report –CCCR is a new measure of ESSA accountability

•

This report allows districts and schools to view data in SIRS that will be used to
determine outcomes for the College, Career, and Civic Readiness (CCCR) indicator
for making secondary‐level accountability status determinations under ESSA

•

This report does not need to be certified; however, it should be reviewed for
accuracy.

•

The underlying data used to create this report are in the SIRS‐321 Student Class
Grade Detail, SIRS‐201 Total Cohort – Summary, SIRS‐302 Tested/Not Tested
Report, and SIRS‐308 Annual Graduation Report. These reports are required to be
certified.

•

* Has impact for districts that don’t give all regents
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SIRS‐108‐ College, Career, and Civic Readiness
Accountability Report

Number of Cohort Members= students in the
2014 grad rate cohort as of June 30th
Annual Regents Seal of Biliteracy= students
not in the 2014 cohort but who in the current
reporting year were reported as ELL’s and with
a Regents diploma with a Seal of Biliteracy.
Students in these 2 groups are then given
weighted points based on achievements
earned when calculating a CCCR Index
* Students who have achieved multiple
measures count once in the numerator
according to the highest weighted measure
achieved.
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2014 cohort

Students weighted at 2.0 =
Reg w/Adv Designation
Regents & HS Dual enrollment credit
Regents & > 3 on AP or > 4 on IB exam
Reg diploma + P-tech
Reg diploma & Seal of Biliteracy
Skills Credential & NYSAA Level 4

Students weighted at 1.5 =
Regents & HS earned credit in
AP/IB courses
Regents w/CDOS
Skills Credential & NYSAA Level 3

Students weighted at 1.0 =
Regents Diploma only
Local diploma only
Skills Credential & NYSAA Level 2
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Students weighted at .5 =
HSE Diploma(GED)
CDOS stand alone credential

*Note for HSE (GED) students:
They are included here if they earned
the GED in the reporting year and their
last enrollment record in your high
school was in the current year or in one
of the previous 2 school years

Students weighted at 0 =
2014 cohort ‘still enrolled’ /
dropouts
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SIRS 201‐ Total Cohort Summary‐ for CCCR Measure of
Accountability
Review the 2014 Total Cohort‐ 4 year
outcome students‐
Verify Diploma types used for weighting in
CCCR Index
Review ‘Still Enrolled ‘ counts for
accuracy‐ *your GED students will show
here (column i)
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SIRS‐321‐ Student Class Grade Verification Report‐ for CCCR Measure of
Accountability

Focus on verifying Credits
Attempted /Earned for AP/IB and
dual enrollment courses
*Post Secondary Credits used in
the CCCR measure only if provided
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SIRS Accountability Reports
English Language Proficiency Measure
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English Language Proficiency – all schools
• Measure is completely different from the past
• Takes into account the entry level of the student
and duration of ELL support to determine
anticipated progress
• Takes into account the likelihood of a school
meeting its anticipated progress
• Creates an index comparing actual progress to
anticipated progress

Success Ratio

0 ‐ 0.49
0.50 ‐ 0.99
1.0 ‐ 1.24
1.25+

English Language
Proficiency Level
1
2
3
4
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SIRS 401‐ Reasonableness Report‐ The purpose of the report is to identify
significant changes in data from year to year.

ELP Measure‐ be sure to check your 0231 ELL Counts in the
Programs category
Note: certain program types displayed on this report are
calculated by SED (not provided by the district) i.e., 0351‐
Former SWD, 0232‐ Former LEP, 0233‐ Ever LEP

Run this report for ALL LOCATIONS.
Enrollment Entry – check to ensure you have all 0011, 5654, 0055 etc. reported
Enrollment Exit/ Credentials / Post Grad Plans‐ check all of your June graduation data has
loaded
Programs‐ a good check to ensure you’re not missing a category of programs
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SIRS Accountability Reports
Academic Progress Measure
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Academic Progress– all schools
• Applies to ELA and Math
• It is an aggregate achievement measure compared to goals
• Compares the Weighted Average Achievement Index (includes non‐tested) to 1 year
(MIP), 5 year (Long Term) and End Goal
• The number of goals met determines the Progress Level
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Other EOY SIRS Reports to Certify
http://www.p12.nysed.gov/irs/IRSVerificationandCertification.html

2017‐18 Timeline for EOY Certification
 Thursday 8/16/18 ‐2:30pm‐ Last day to make changes to the domains below for
17‐18
 Friday 9/7/18‐ EOY certification forms due to be submitted by Supt. on the IRS
portal IRS Data Exchange app.

EOY Extracts
• Student Lite (SIS)
• Entry/Exit (SIS)
• Programs Fact (SIS)
• Assessment Fact
(SIS)
• Student Class
Grade Detail (SIS)
• Programs Fact (IEP
Direct)
• End of Year
Snapshot (IEP
Direct)
• Special Ed Events
(IEP Direct)*

EOY Extracts
• COSF Assessment
Fact (IEP Direct) if
applicable
• Day Calendar (SIS)
• Attendance Codes
(SIS)
• Student Daily
Attendance (SIS)
• Staff Snapshot (HR)
• Staff Assignment
(HR)
• Staff Tenure (HR)
• Staff Attendance
(HR)
•

Staff Evaluation Rating
(HR or Teach Eval
system)*

Note: Sped Events and
Staff Evaluation Rating
data can continue to
be loaded beyond the
8/16 deadline.
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Thank You !
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ESSA Data to Verification Report Crosswalk
Academic Achievement (Composite Performance): For ALL schools, based on Composite Performance, which measures

achievement on state assessments in ELA, math, and science at the elementary/middle-level and ELA, math, science, and social studies at
the secondary level.
Indicator
Weighted
Performance

Definition
Uses grades 3-8 ELA & math and
grades 4 & 8 science results of
ALL continuously enrolled
students including those
students not tested – refusals,
absences, administrative errors.

Elementary and Middle Schools
Data Used
Level achieved for each student on
grades 3-8 ELA and math and
grades 4 & 8 science. Students not
tested are given a Level 1 result.

Checks
• SIRS-106 Elementary/Middle-Level Achievement
Accountability Report
• SIRS-302 Tested/Not Tested report in L1 and L2
o Look for missing assessments
o Verify refusals and absences
• L1C/LVL2 Error Report in L1
o Check for assessment errors
Core Subject
Uses grades 3-8 ELA & math and
Level achieved for each student on • SIRS-106 Elementary/Middle-Level Achievement
Performance
grades 4 & 8 science results of
grades 3-8 ELA and math and
Accountability Report
continuously enrolled TESTED
grades 4 & 8 science.
• SIRS-302 Tested/Not Tested report in L1 and L2
students.
o Look for missing assessments
o Verify refusals and absences
• L1C/LVL2 Error Report in L1
o Check for assessment errors
Composite
Weighted performance and core
Weighted Academic Achievement • SIRS-106 Elementary/Middle-Level Achievement
Performance
subject performance are used to
and
Accountability Report
calculate Composite
Core Subject Performance
• SIRS-302 Tested/Not Tested report in L1 and L2
Performance.
o Look for missing assessments
o Verify refusals and absences
• L1C/LVL2 Error Report in L1
o Check for assessment errors
NOTE: 7th and 8th grader taking Regents math and 8th grader taking Regents science in lieu of their grade-level assessment will have their Regents
results used in the calculations for this indicator. NYSAA-eligible students with disabilities who take the NYSAA in lieu of their grade-level assessment
will have their NYSAA results used in the calculations for this indicator.
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High Schools
Definition
Data Used
Checks
Uses highest level (and then
Highest level achieved for each
• SIRS-105 High School Achievement & Graduation
highest score if multiple tests
student on ELA, math, science, and
Rate Accountability Report
taken and levels are the same) on social studies Regents exams,
• SIRS-202 Total Cohort – Assessment Summary
ELA, math, science, and social
approved alternatives to Regents,
• SIRS-302 Tested/Not Tested
studies Regents exams, approved and NYSAA.
• L1C/LVL2 Error Report in L1
alternatives to Regents, and
o Check for assessment errors
NYSAA (if applicable) for the 4year Accountability Cohort as of
June 30th of the reporting year.
NOTE: These data will be calculated for Accountability Subgroups that consist of 30 or more students. If <30 students, then will use last 2 years of data.
Subgroups are All Students, Race/Ethnicity, SWD, ELLs, & Economically Disadvantaged. Former ELLs for last 4 years are in ELL subgroup. Former SWDs for
last 2 years are in SWD subgroup.
Indicator
Composite
Performance
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Student Growth: For elementary and middle schools, measures student growth on statewide assessments in ELA and math for students in

grades 4-8 by comparing the scores of the students in the current year to the scores of similar students in prior years.
Indicator
Student Growth

Definition
Calculates individual student
growth in grades 4-8 using
Student Growth Percentiles
(SGPs). Uses sum of three
years of ELA and math SGPs
for ALL students in the
subgroups to create Mean
Growth Percentile (MGP).
MGP is used to create Growth
Index.

Elementary and Middle Schools
Data Used
Results from grades 3-8 ELA and
math tests.
NOTE: Students who only took
Regents math or NYSAA
assessments are not included.

Checks
• SIRS-106 Elementary/Middle-Level Achievement
Accountability Report
• SIRS-302 Tested/Not Tested report in L1 and L2
o Look for missing assessments
o Verify refusals and absences
• L1C/LVL2 Error Report
o Check for assessment errors

NOTE: Only continuously
enrolled students in grades 48 who also took the test in
previous year are used.
Continuously enrolled
students are those who were
in your school/district on BEDS
and during the test
administration period.
NOTE: These data will be calculated for Accountability Subgroups that consist of 30 or more students. If <30 students, then will use last 2 years of data.
Subgroups are All Students, Race/Ethnicity, SWD, ELLs, & Economically Disadvantaged. Former ELLs for last 4 years are in ELL subgroup. Former SWDs for
last 2 years are in SWD subgroup.
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Graduation Rate: For high schools, measures four-, five-, and six-year graduation-rate total cohort graduation rates against long term goals and

Measures of Interim Progress (MIPs)

High Schools
Data Used
Graduation data for 4-, 5-,
and 6-year cohorts as of
August 31st of the year
preceding the reporting
year (one year lag).

Indicator
Graduation Rate

Definition
SIRS Templates
Checks
Uses four-, five-, and six-year
• Student Lite
• SIRS-105 High School
cohort graduation rates as of
• Diploma type code
Achievement & Graduation
August 31st of the year preceding
• Grade 9 Entry Date
Rate Accountability Report
the reporting year to determine
• School Entry Exit
• SIRS-201 Total Cohort –
whether each subgroup meets the
• School Exit Date
Summary
state’s long-term goal, the state’s
• School Exit Type Code
MIP, and/or the school’s/district’s
MIP.
NOTE: These data will be calculated for Accountability Subgroups that consist of 30 or more students. If <30 students, then will use last 2 years of data.
Subgroups are All Students, Race/Ethnicity, SWD, ELLs, & Economically Disadvantaged. Former ELLs for last 4 years are in ELL subgroup. Former SWDs for
last 2 years are in SWD subgroup.

English Language Proficiency: For all schools, measures the progress of English Language Learners in meeting their individual goals on the
New York State English as a Second Language Achievement Test (NYSESLAT).
Indicator
English Language
Proficiency

Definition
For all schools, how a school’s
success ratio for the
percentage of ELLS making
progress toward achieving
English Language Proficiency
(ELP) as measured by the
NYSESLAT compares to the
school’s benchmark.

All Schools
Data Used
Uses a student’s
NYSESLAT result from
initial year of ELL
identification, current
year’s NYSESLAT
result, and number of
years identified as ELL.

SIRS Templates
• Program Fact: 0231
ELL Eligible
• Student Lite for
duration of ELL
• Assessment:
NYSESLAT

Checks
• SIRS-301 Tested/Not Tested
• SIRS-401 Reasonableness
Report
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Academic Progress: For ALL schools, measures student progress on state assessments in ELA and math against long-term goals and
measure of interim progress (MIPs).
Indicator
Academic Progress

Definition
How a subgroup performs in
ELA and math in comparison
to state’s long-term goal,
state’s MIP, and/or
school’s/district’s MIP.
NOTE: Uses Weighted
Performance Index for
elementary and middle
schools.

All Schools
Data Used
Results from grades 3-8 ELA and
math tests at the
elementary/middle level and ELA
and math Regents exams for the 4year accountability cohort as of
June 30th of reporting year at the
secondary level.

Checks
• SIRS-105 High School Achievement & Graduation
Rate Accountability Report
• SIRS-106 Elementary/Middle-Level Achievement
Accountability Report
• SIRS-302 Tested/Not Tested report in L1 and L2
o Look for missing assessments
o Verify refusals and absences
• L1C/LVL2 Error Report
o Check for assessment errors

NOTE: Includes students not tests
(e.g., absences and refusals) for
grades 3-8 and in cohort as Level 1.
NOTE: These data will be calculated for Accountability Subgroups that consist of 30 or more students. If <30 students, then will use last 2 years of data.
Subgroups are All Students, Race/Ethnicity, SWD, ELLs, & Economically Disadvantaged. Former ELLs for last 4 years are in ELL subgroup. Former SWDs for
last 2 years are in SWD subgroup.
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Chronic Absenteeism: For all schools, measures the percentage of students who miss 10% or more of instructional days on which the student
was enrolled against long-term goals and Measures of Interim Progress (MIPs).
Indicator
Chronic Absenteeism

Definition
For all schools, measures the
percentage of students in
grades 1-12 (grades 1-8 at the
elementary/middle level;
grades 9-12 at the secondary
level) who miss 10% or more
of instructional days in which
the student was enrolled
against the state’s long-term
goal, the state’s MIP, and/or
the school’s/district’s MIP.
NOTE: Uses students enrolled
for 10 or more instructional
days and in attendance for at
least one of those days.
NOTE: Home-bound and
suspended students are NOT
considered absent.

All Schools
Data Used
Uses the student daily
attendance data to calculate a
chronic absenteeism rate for
each subgroup.
How is this calculated?
# of students in subgroup who
missed 10% or more
instructional days

SIRS Templates
• Student Daily
Attendance
• Day Calendar
• Defines
Instructional
days
• Attendance Codes
• Defines school’s
attendance
codes

Checks
• SIRS-107 Chronic Absenteeism
Accountability Report
• SIRS-360 Attendance Absence Daily
Summary
• SIRS-361 Year-to-Date
Attendance/Absenteeism
• SIRS-370 Day Calendar Summary

# of students in subgroup
enrolled in school for 10 or
more instructional days
NOTE: Both excused and
unexcused absences are
included in calculation.

NOTE: These data will be calculated for Accountability Subgroups that consist of 30 or more students. If <30 students, then will use last 2 years of data.
Subgroups are All Students, Race/Ethnicity, SWD, ELLs, & Economically Disadvantaged. Former ELLs for last 4 years are in ELL subgroup. Former SWDs for
last 2 years are in SWD subgroup.
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College, Career, and Civic Readiness: For high schools, measures the percentage of students who are leaving school prepared for college,
career, and civic readiness as measured by diplomas, credentials, advanced course credits and enrollment, career and technical education
certifications, and other similar indicators.
Indicator
College,
Career, and
Civic
Readiness

High Schools

Definition
Data Used
For high schools, the percentage of
Graduation
students in the graduation-rate total
(credentials) data
cohort as of June 30th of the reporting Course data
year plus students not in the cohort
Assessment data.
but who in the reporting year are ELL
Uses 4-Year
and earned a Regents diploma with a
graduation-rate
Seal of Biliteracy who show they are
prepared for college, career, and civic total cohort as of
June 30th of the
engagement once they exit high
reporting year.
school.
Readiness Measure

SIRS Templates
• Student Lite
• Student Class Grade Detail:
High school credits earned in
AP, IB and dual enrollment
course
• Assessment Fact: AP & IB
• Student Class Entry/Exit
• Dual Credit Indicator
• Course Instructor Assignment

Checks
• SIRS-108 College, Career, and Civic
Readiness Accountability Report
• SIRS-201 Total Cohort – Summary
• SIRS-302 Tested/Not Tested
• SIRS-308 Annual Graduation & Post
Graduation Plans Report
• SIRS-321 Student Class Grade
• SIRS-330 Student Class and Course
Instructor Summary Report
SIRS Template

Regents Diploma with Advanced Designation

Student Lite

Regents Diploma or Local Diploma with CTE Endorsement
Regents Diploma with Seal of Biliteracy and a member of the cohort
Regents Diploma with Seal of Biliteracy and ELL in current reporting year but not a member of the cohort
Regents Diploma and score of 3 or higher on an Advanced Placement (AP) exam
Regents Diploma and score of 4 or higher on International Baccalaureate (IB) exam
Regents Diploma and high school credit earned through participation in a dual enrollment (in high school and accredited college) course

Student Lite
Student Lite
Student Lite
Assessment
Assessment
Student Lite
Student Class Grade Detail
N/A for this year
Student Lite and NYSED results
for NYSAA

Regents Diploma and the passage of nationally certified Career and Technical Education (CTE) examination
Skills and Achievement Commencement Credential with an average score of 4 on the New York State
Alternate Assessment Examinations (NYSAA) in language arts, mathematics, and science
Regents Diploma and high school credit earned through participation in an AP or IB (in high school and accredited college) course
Regents Diploma or Local Diploma with Career Development and Occupational Studies (CDOS) endorsement
Skills and Achievement Commencement Credential with an average score of 3 on the NYSAA in language arts, mathematics, and
science
Regents or Local Diploma only
Skills and Achievement Commencement Credential with an average score of 2 on the NYSAA in language arts, mathematics, and
science
Annual (not cohort) High School Equivalency (HSE) Diploma recipients (included in numerator but not denominator)
CDOS Credential
None of the credentials indicated above

Student Lite
Student Class Grade Detail
Student Lite
Student Lite and NYSED results
for NYSAA
Student Lite
Student Lite and NYSED results
for NYSAA
Student Lite
Student Lite
Student Lite & Entry/Exit

Weight

NOTE: These data will be calculated for Accountability Subgroups that consist of 30 or more students. If <30 students, then will use last 2 years of data. Subgroups are
All Students, Race/Ethnicity, SWD, ELLs, & Economically Disadvantaged. Former ELLs for last 4 years are in ELL subgroup. Former SWDs for last 2 years are in SWD
subgroup.
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